Sundet & Associates
LAND SURVEYING
P.O. BOX 1228
LAKEVIEW, OREGON 97630
(503) 947-3293

SURVEY NARRATIVE TO COMPLY WITH PARAGRAPH 209.250 OREGON REVISED STATUTES

SURVEY FOR: U.S.D.A. Forest Service
Fremont National Forest
524 North D Street
Lakeview, Or. 97630

LOCATION: Located in Section 32, T.38E. R.18E. W.M., Lake County, Oregon.

PURPOSE: To define and monument the boundaries between Forest Service and other ownership.


PROCEDURE: A closed random traverse was run thru all exterior corners of the section excepting the southeast section corner which was not needed for section subdivision. Angles were adjusted and the traverses adjusted by the Compass method.

Interior lines were computed from this traverse and interior corners and property lines were established.

The survey was conducted in accordance with the Oregon Revised Statutes and the articles of this contract. Property lines were marked with 6’ steel or fiberglass fence posts and Forest Service boundary signs at 250’ or less intervals.

Monuments established this survey were the center one-quarter corner, the west one-sixteenth corner sections 29 & 32 and the center-west one sixteenth corner.

Instruments used were a Nikon MTD-4 six second semi-automatic Total Station, 100’ steel tape, and a K & E 4” staff compass.

Bearings based on the section line between the south one-quarter corner and the southwest section corner as per record survey #4906.

September 16, 1988

Referenced to and hereby made a part of Record of Survey #4939.
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